■ Abstract This review sets out a recently developed comparative political economy literature on the Eurozone, which has a basis in both varieties of capitalism and modern macroeconomics. It contrasts the export-oriented, northern European, skill-intensive, coordinated market economies with coordinated wage-bargaining with the southern European, demand-driven economies with strong public sector unions. It analyzes the Eurozone as an ongoing grouping of sovereign democratic states, each with strong concerns to remain within the Eurozone but in principle with an exit option. It argues that the origins of the Eurozone and its trajectory primarily reflected national economic concerns and not a political drive toward European integration; and its deflationary preference has been the rational choice of the export-oriented members and their bargaining power in the Eurozone, not an irrational rejection of Keynesianism. The Eurozone functioned well (comparably to the advanced economies outside the Eurozone, though with major imbalances in both) during its "dual growth model" period from inception to the Eurocrisis. The absence of flexible core labor markets suggested by the optimum currency area literature has not impeded its effectiveness; and there has been little Eurozone-generated institution building, except very partially in banking. The only important development, Outright Monetary Transactions, has made the European Central Bank the de facto lender of last resort to fiscally stable member states. A very tentative conclusion is that skepticism about the euro may be overdone.
INTRODUCTION
This article reviews the comparative political economy (CPE) literature on the Eurozone that has developed over the last two decades, with a focus on labor market institutions and modern macroeconomics (Soskice & Iversen 1998; Hall 2012 Hall , 2014 Hancké 2013; Iversen & Soskice 2013; Johnston et al. 2014; Johnston & Regan 2014) .
1 It sees economies driven---as far as fiscal and monetary policy preferences are concerned---by governmental strategies based directly and indirectly on national varieties of capitalism. The northern European, export-oriented, coordinated market economies (CMEs) 2 , Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, and the Netherlands, are distinguished from the peripheral European economies of Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain, and also from France and Italy. The latter six countries have major differences between them but will loosely be referred to as southern Europe.
CPE: comparative political economy CME: coordinated market economy
Despite its basis in modern macroeconomics, the CPE approach is very different from that of the optimum currency area (OCA) literature. The OCA intergovernmentalism, notably the work of Moravcsik (1998 Moravcsik ( , 2012 .
3
OCA: optimum currency area 1 For the modern macroeconomics of closed and open economies, covering both inflation targeting and common currency areas, see Carlin & Soskice (2015) . Modern macroeconomics refers to simplified versions of the new Keynesian models used by central banks. De Grauwe's (2012) text on the Eurozone is seminal and highly accessible. 2 See Hall and Soskice (2001) for discussion of coordinated market economies. 3 For a detailed discussion of the earlier theories of European integration (including functionalism and intergovernmentalism), see Rosamond (2000) and Wiener & Diez (2004) . See Niemann (2006) and Schimmelfennig (2014) for more information on functionalism, Moravcsik (1998) for more information on intergovernmentalism, and Hooghe & Marks (2009) for more information on postfunctionalist theory.
We start by summarizing the three key elements of the CPE perspective (drawn from Iversen & Soskice 2013) .
Northern European CMEs
The major part of the story concerns the CMEs of northern Europe (excluding France; see below). Independently of monetary policy and exchange rate systems, these economies are driven strategically by export orientation: A large proportion of high value-added employment comes directly and indirectly from the export sector. The success of the export and related high value-added sectors depends on research and development in knowledge-based companies, on close two-way links with the technical university and research systems, and on the system of vocational training at all levels, including increasingly the tertiary.
Equally, the success of these systems depends on the capacity of the export sector to meet long-term profitability goals, especially as the cost of product and process innovation increases. This is a powerful and central positive feedback system in which the successful and growing knowledge base and accumulated skill formation are core drivers of exports, and where success in export growth is critical---via the resources it provides for advanced companies to make the necessary investments in the relevant systems---for high levels of research and skill formation.
Two factors underpin this positive feedback system. The first factor is a sufficient degree of real wage restraint in the export sector. Export-sector wage restraint is difficult given the power of highly skilled workforces, as well as (necessarily) profitable companies. CME governments have generally been committed to the feedback system and thus to export-sector wage restraint, and they have accomplished this in part by commitment to a tight monetary policy in which excessive wage increases are "punished" by increased interest rates and currency appreciation---or at least by firm commitment to ruling out the possibility of depreciation by fixing exchange rates. A common currency has consequently been seen as an attractive way to make such a commitment. In part, governments have also sought to underpin wage restraint by institutionally and financially supporting an extensive training system that keeps the supply of skilled workers high.
The second factor is the strict control of fiscal policy. Public sector deficits in modern macroeconomics translate in medium-term equilibrium into a pari passu reduction in the external balance, hence in exports. In addition, wage restraint in the export sector depends on real wage restraint in the public sector, including utilities. One political given in the northern CMEs is that employment in the public sector is highly protected. Real wage restraint in the public sector is inherently fragile because there is little danger of job loss, and wage increases imply an appreciated currency or at any rate no devaluation---a win-win situation for public sector employees. The consequence is a strong commitment by governments to tight rule-based fiscal policy as well as minimizing public sector deficits. Thus, export-oriented CMEs, with powerful companies, unions, and highly skilled workforces in the high value-added sectors of the economy as well as powerful unions in the public sector, depend on the rule-based discipline of tight monetary and fiscal policy.
The CME preference for currency unions stems from hostility to devaluation.
CMEs (governments, business associations, unions) neither want the ability to devalue themselves nor for competitors to be able to do so. If CME exporters know their government is prepared to devalue it reduces their incentive to increase competitiveness through R&D and/or skill upgrading, as well as weakening the ability of unions to gain the cooperation of union members in imposing wage restraint to enhance competitiveness. And if competitors can devalue they can wipe out instantaneously any gain in competitiveness secured by CME exporters through R&D, skill upgrading or wage restraint. This explains not only the initial concern of CMEs to move to a deutsche mark (D-Mark) bloc after the inflationary chaos of the 1970s (and with the fear of the competitive devaluations of the 1930s), but also explains the strong northern CME preference to include France, Italy, and the peripheral EU members in the Eurozone. For as we discuss below, the latter are missing many of the institutions that support wage restraint, and are consequently prone to use devaluations as an alternative policy tool to counter real exchange rate appreciations when not tied into a currency union.
The export-driven CMEs are also concerned about the external value of the euro, and this explains their "deflationary" attitude across the Eurozone and not just in the CMEs themselves. Again from modern macroeconomics, holding private Eurozone aggregate demand constant, increased public sector deficits translate in the medium term into a real appreciation of the euro and a reduction in the Eurozone's external surplus.
The Other Member States
The other Eurozone member states cannot be analyzed so uniformly. They include the peripheral economies and also France and Italy. Their motivations for entering the currency unions differ very substantially from those of the northern European CMEs. Each wanted, first, to pin itself to a low inflation currency area;
and second, from that, to access low real interest rates (a pursuit that had previously been hampered by devaluation fears). Low real interest rates were seen by the southern economies as drivers of demand and keys to attracting investment. In common with the CMEs, these states (excluding Ireland) had high collective-bargaining coverage, but there was little capacity for wage restraint because of union fragmentation and division between socialist and communist unions (Manow 2015) . High coverage did, however, facilitate fragile "social pacts" that secured the support of unions for fiscal restraint and restrictive monetary policies to meet the Maastricht entry conditions (Hancké 2013) , including public sector cutbacks. Once these states were securely inside the Eurozone, the lack of wage restraint re-emerged (Johnston et al. 2014) , with the partial exception of the export sector because of the inability to devalue to restore competitiveness after exchange rates were irrevocably fixed (Hopkin 2015) .
Thus, both the export-oriented economies of the north and the "demanddriven" economies of the south had interests in a common currency area. For the export-oriented economies, a common currency ruled out competitive devaluations from the demand-driven economies, and especially from France, Italy, and Spain, while increasing their demand for northern products. And for the demand-driven economies, a common currency offered low and stable inflation as well as, critically, low real interest rates and inward investment. But a major issue for the export-oriented economies was whether there was sufficient fiscal discipline in the southern economies. Without fiscal discipline, the concern was that countries would run high deficits and allow too high a ratio of debt to gross domestic product (GDP) to build up, with the possibility of default and even exit from the currency. Moreover, if fiscal discipline in the currency union as a whole was undermined, it threatened both public sector wage inflation and tight labor markets, and hence inflation in the sheltered sectors.
Financial Markets
The political-institutional conditions described above for the northern CMEs and the other Eurozone members can be thought of as relatively long-term persistent elements in a currency union, and they gave rise to concerns about discipline. markets offered a powerful guarantee to the northern member states that the southern economies would need to respect fiscal discipline in terms of deficits and public sector debt to avoid being penalized by financial markets. Second, as far as the southern economies were concerned, financial market flexibility meant that external borrowing was greatly facilitated, both directly and because their commercial banks could now borrow externally (including from northern banks).
Third, managed floating, as in the D-Mark bloc, was now much harder because of speculation, imposing a choice between flexible exchange rates and a common currency (Eichengreen 1992) .
ICT: information and communications technology
Having established the CPE perspective on the Eurozone, we set out the three main points of the review: the differences in economic institutions and interests, the paradox of relative success, and the resilience of national institutions.
DIFFERENCES IN ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS AND INTERESTS, AND THE
DEFLATIONARY BIAS.It is essential to understand the motivations for Eurozone membership and the relations between the member states. The Eurozone is a collection of independent, democratic nation-states, which can de facto and in principle leave the currency. Their governments are concerned primarily about electability, so the idea of redistribution to fellow member states in difficulty is seldom on the table. The origins of the euro were largely driven by national economic interests, not by federal political interests, and these remain the drivers of the currency union. The CME members are export-oriented and as a consequence are only prepared to accept a union with nonaccommodating monetary and fiscal policy. Their opposition to Keynesian discretionary demand management is a rational preference from their perspective; subject to that, their benefit from the union is that the peripheral economies, as well as France and Italy, are unable to use nominal devaluation. On their side, the demand-oriented non-CME members benefit from being "anchored" into a low-inflation and low-interest-rate union; "reform" constituencies within the peripheral economies benefit internally from externally imposed discipline on public sector deficits; and the European Central Bank's (ECB's) guarantee of low interest rates through Outright Monetary Transactions in exchange for fiscal stability solves the multiple equilibria problem posed by financial markets (as explained below in "The Eurocrisis and Institutions").
ECB: European Central Bank
There is an asymmetry in preferences. The CMEs are in a minority, but they would prefer to leave the Eurozone rather than accept a union without strong monetary and fiscal discipline. And it has become clear that (so far) the other members are deeply opposed to leaving the currency even under the heavy weight of externally imposed austerity; in part this is doubtless because of real income losses as a result of the consequent devaluation. Thus, the CMEs, celebrated---with little mention of absent OCA institutional conditions. We argue that a relatively successful "dual growth model" operated during the decade before the financial crisis, and that its success was not held back by the absence of the OCA conditions. In the dual growth model, the peripheral states (apart from Portugal) were able to grow rapidly because of access to low real interest rates (the low real interest rates under the euro were further lowered by expected inflation in the south exceeding that in the north) as well as CME savings generated by CME external balances; and because of low real exchange rates underwritten by the Eurozone promoting export-led CME growth. Although the difficulties of wage coordination in the south certainly contributed to north--south imbalances, large global imbalances were also produced between the United States and the major exporters with their own currencies.
RESILIENCE OF NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
The third major proposition of the review is that even though labor markets and other institutions across the advanced world have become somewhat more flexible because of the globalization and openness that have come with the ICT revolution, their basic forms have not changed greatly in the Eurozone. There has been quite limited Eurozone-initiated change in the CMEs---where institutions are most organized. We suggest this reflects national economic interests.
The next section of the review explains the economic origins of the euro and contrasts the economic institutions of the member states with OCA institutional desiderata. In the third section, the success of the euro's first decade is related to member state institutions in the north and south. The fourth section documents the limits to institutional change in the first decade. The fifth discusses the role of institutions in the Eurocrisis years, and the sixth briefly concludes.
THE CPE EXPLANATION FOR THE CREATION OF THE EURO
Three decades before European leaders decided to create the euro, economists Mundell (1961) , McKinnon (1963) , and Kenen (1969) European Economic Community (the predecessor to the European Union) was also far too small to provide any real stabilization. Even now, the EU budget stands at only ~1% of EU GDP. Again, the contrast with the United States is stark; the US federal tax and transfer system provides 10--20% stabilization in the face of state-specific aggregate demand shocks (Melitz & Zumer 2002) .
This was the institutional landscape in 1992 at the time of the signing of the Maastricht Treaty (on the treaty's origins, see Dyson & Featherstone 1999 ). And the treaty, which set out the conditions that a member state needed to fulfill in order to qualify for Eurozone membership in 1999, makes virtually no reference to required future institutional development. 5 The Maastricht conditions (with minor qualifications) for a candidate country were as follows:
1. The country's inflation rate had to be below the average of the inflation rates of the three countries with the lowest inflation rates plus 1.5%.
2. The country's exchange rate had to have remained within the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) for the last two years before entry.
3. The public sector deficit could not have exceeded 3% of GDP for the last three years before entry.
4. The public sector debt must not exceed 60% of GDP.
5. The interest rate on 10-year sovereign bonds must not exceed the average of the corresponding rates of the three countries with the lowest inflation rates plus 2%.
The one major institutional change that accompanied euro adoption and the ceding of monetary authority to the ECB was the signing of a formal fiscal agreement between member states. The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) of 1997 defined the procedures for member states to follow in relation to fiscal deficits and debt once the Eurozone had come into existence. The basic rules were the same as the Maastricht entrance criteria: public deficits should remain under 3%
and public debt under 60%. The SGP set up both a surveillance, or "persuasive", system requiring monitoring of deficit and debt developments (by a body representing both the European Commission and the Council of Ministers), and a punishment, or "dissuasive", system in the event of persistent breaches (Calmfors 2012) . It is worth pointing out that the SGP imposed no penalties on member states that ran public sector surpluses. It also included no formal requirements for fiscal policy coordination across member states and took no steps toward establishing a centralized Eurozone fiscal authority.
There was thus a striking discrepancy between widely accepted views of the institutional desiderata of a common currency area (and indeed how the common currency system operated in the United States) and the Eurozone, which was a grouping of independent sovereign states with differentiated institutional systems where the only substantive rules were those embodied in the SGP on fiscal deficits and debt. Clearly, the reason for setting up a monetary union was not that Kohl's wish to take steps toward the political unification he saw as necessary to guarantee long-term peace on the continent (Szász 1999) . Germany's main motivation for a single currency, contrary to popular belief, was neither to aid its reunification nor to realize an idealistic federalist scheme for European political union. It was rather to promote its own economic welfare through open markets, a competitive exchange rate, and anti-inflationary monetary policy.
The seeds for a monetary union had been sown long before German reunification was on the agenda. In the 1970s and into the 1980s, governments of CMEs were concerned to avoid competitive devaluations and the nominal exchange rate instability that had marked or threatened the break-up of Bretton Central to all this was the role of the Bundesbank (the German central bank).
With the collapse of Bretton Woods, the Bundesbank pursued a low-inflation policy, disciplining the export sector in the event of rising inflation with increased interest rates and exchange rate appreciation (Flanagan et al. 1983 , Hall & Franzese 1998 , Iversen 1999 , Soskice & Iversen 2000 , Soskice 2007 . As this system evolved somewhat experimentally over time, the export-sector unions in the other northern European CMEs increasingly tied their own unit labor cost inflation to that in West Germany (Soskice & Iversen 1998) . 6 What supported this, from a political-economic perspective, was the belief that CME central banks would not restore competitiveness through devaluation.
At the same time, certain countries with weakly disciplined wage determination systems and fiscal control, which relied on inflationary demandled growth, saw the benefits of tying themselves to a reconfigured, low-inflation, fixed exchange rate system that allowed limited realignments. These countries From the start, there was a clear distinction between export-oriented CMEs, which all realigned up in the ERM several times, and the inflation-prone members, France, Italy, Ireland, Portugal, and Spain, which realigned down on two or more occasions. 7 Germany was the leading "appreciator", imposing low inflation on the system.
As we see it, the "exogenous" change that pushed the ERM system toward a First, flexible financial markets made periodic realignments within the EMS/ERM narrow-target-zone system very difficult as a result of speculation (Eichengreen 1992) . Second, if there was a common currency, flexible financial markets could penalize sovereign bonds when the fiscal stability rules were not met and when there appeared the possibility of default. Thus, flexible financial 7 The only CME realignments down were Belgium in 1982 and Denmark, which had several realignments down between 1979 and 1982 before it firmly instituted the D-Mark policy in 1982.
markets gave a serious guarantee against fiscal laxness. Capital mobility therefore represented for the CMEs, especially for Germany, a critical surety for the fiscal rectitude of the demand-driven and more inflationary economies.
In our perspective, then, a CPE approach sheds considerable light on the origins of the Eurozone. This is not to say that politics plays no part.
Negotiations between France and Germany certainly took place, and the shaping of the ECB around the Bundesbank's tenets of price stability and independence was undoubtedly the price France had to pay to convince the skeptical German 
A SUCCESSFUL FIRST DECADE: THE DUAL GROWTH MODEL AND ITS INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTS
After its first decade the euro was declared a "resounding success" (European 
Source: IMF 2015
A key driver of the inflation differential between the north and the south was the behavior of wages in the sheltered sector, especially the public sector (Johnston et al. 2014 , Johnston & Regan 2014 . In the northern European economies, coordinated bargaining tied sheltered sector wage growth to the restrained wage growth in the export sector. In southern Europe (excluding Ireland), high collective-bargaining coverage facilitated fragile social pacts that were able to hold down sheltered sector wages during the 1990s to meet the Maastricht inflation condition and secure euro entry. However, the southern economies possess little capacity for medium-term wage restraint because of union fragmentation and division between socialist and communist unions (Manow 2015) . Once these economies were in the Eurozone, the mechanisms tying wages in the sheltered and export sectors therefore broke down, and public sector unions (and other sheltered sector workers) were able to secure inflationary wage settlements (Hancké & Rhodes 2005 , Hancké 2013 ). This divergence was magnified by tight public sector spending policies in the north, underwritten by disciplined political parties, whereas in the south weak parties allowed greater influence to public sector unions and other "insider" groups in the formal sector (Featherstone 2011) . A country in external deficit is a net borrower from the rest of the world. In the Eurozone's opening decade, the southern economies were primarily borrowing from the northern economies, which reinvested part of their large trade surpluses (the excess of exports over imports) into the fast-growing southern economies (Hall 2012) . Without devaluation risk, the only barrier to such investment was default risk, but this was thought to be minimal given healthy growth and perceived fiscal discipline under the Maastricht rules.
The accumulation of current account imbalances might be thought of as a problem of the Eurozone model. But imbalances were not unique to the Eurozone; they were mirrored across other major advanced economies during the euro's first decade (Figure 2b 
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE DURING THE DUAL GROWTH PERIOD
In the pre-euro period, many economists and policy makers expected that the competitive pressure of the euro and the single market would force institutional change on member states, specifically a convergence on competitive or liberal institutions (Hall 2001 ). This did not happen. The limited national institutional adaptation that took place during the first decade of the euro sought to strengthen rather than undermine existing growth strategies and was more in response to wider global trends than to euro adoption.
The world economy was evolving rapidly in the 1990s and 2000s, driven by a number of secular developments such as globalization, market competition, and financial liberalization, which in turn were driven directly and indirectly by the ICT revolution combined with the rise of emerging economies (particularly in low-and middle-tech manufacturing). These broad global trends forced advanced economies, including but not limited to the Eurozone countries, to adapt their institutions in order to find a viable path to growth in a highly competitive international marketplace. Table 1 shows how labor and product market institutions changed between 1998 (the year before the euro was introduced) and 2008 (its tenth anniversary).
In column 1, we show employment protection legislation for temporary contracts, which indicates the level of difficulty employers encounter when trying to employ workers on flexible, fixed-term contracts. There has been a general trend toward less regulation, particularly in southern Europe, where regulation was strictest in the late 1990s. The change over this period provides a snapshot of a longer-term process that began in the 1980s, in which regulation of temporary and part-time workers in Continental Europe and Scandinavia converged toward the low levels seen in liberal market economies such as the United Kingdom and United States (Iversen & Soskice 2015) .
[INSERT TABLE 1 here]
The same pattern was not observed in employment protection legislation for permanent workers, which remained high in CMEs to encourage acquisition of the firm-specific skills necessary to pursue an export-led growth model. These changes in employment protection have contributed to the dualization of labor markets in much of the advanced world, dividing the labor force into "insiders", who enjoy secure employment, and "outsiders", who do not (Rueda 2005 . The deregulation of the low end of the labor market extends beyond the Eurozone. It is a "structural trend that affects all advanced postindustrial economies" (Häusermann & Schwander 2012, p. 30) .
The second and third columns of Table 1 show union density and coverage.
Column 2 shows the proportion of the workforce that are union members and column 3 shows the proportion of the workforce that are covered by collective wage-bargaining agreements. In nearly all advanced economies, union membership is in structural decline, largely reflecting the shift from Fordism to service-based knowledge economies (Iversen & Soskice 2015) . But the coverage of union wage agreements has not fallen in line with membership. In fact, bargaining coverage remains very high in much of Continental Europe and Scandinavia. Wage coordination is essential to an export-led growth strategy, so it has remained a prominent feature of these economies, even as union membership has fallen and firms have acquired more power over wage setting.
The last column of Table 1 shows that product market regulation, such as barriers to entrepreneurship and international trade, fell across all advanced economies during the 2000s (see also Conway et al. 2005) . Regulation was reduced by a greater amount in the Eurozone than elsewhere, but it also started at a higher level. Again, the trend toward deregulation was wider than the Eurozone and was driven by governments seeing a need for firms to compete in a highly globalized marketplace, in part to promote innovation and growth and in part to accommodate the desire of voters (as consumers) to have access to a wide range of goods produced in foreign markets.
The CPE literature finds long-term structural trends at the heart of institutional change in the Eurozone, and more generally across advanced economies. It is still possible that the euro accelerated the ongoing process of reform in labor and product markets, but the empirical literature gives no clear answer to this question (Duval & Elmeskov 2005; Alesina et al. 2010) . In fact, Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2013) argue that the introduction of the euro retarded reform in southern Europe because the easing of credit conditions loosened governments' budget constraints and made politicians less accountable to voters. What is clear is that it did not lead to any kind of institutional convergence between the north and south, let alone wholesale deregulation as envisioned by OCA theory.
Fiscal policy also saw no movement toward the institutional setup that OCA theory would recommend. Tax-and-spend powers remained firmly in the hands of national governments. The EU budget stayed far too small to provide any stabilization against asymmetric shocks, and the Eurozone member states did not move toward a more federalized system with a sizeable centralized budget.
THE EUROCRISIS AND INSTITUTIONS
The global financial crisis, which originated in the US subprime mortgage The second institutional deficiency of the Eurozone that contributed to the Eurocrisis was the absence of a credible lender of last resort in government bond markets. In a monetary union of sovereign states without a central bank guaranteeing that the cash will always be available to pay off bondholders at maturity, two market equilibria for sovereign bonds can arise. One is a low-yield equilibrium, in which the government has a sustainable fiscal path to its target debt level; the other is a high-yield equilibrium, in which markets attach a positive probability to default and euro-exit, and the problems associated with higher government borrowing costs further reinforce the probability of default (i.e., a vicious cycle of rising bond yields). In the latter case, market fear can create a self-fulfilling prophecy, pushing otherwise solvent countries into default (De Grauwe 2011 .
The ECB's inability to play the role of a credible lender of last resort during the early part of the Eurocrisis contributed to contagion in bond markets, where rising bond yields in Greece increased default fears (and bond yields) in Ireland and Portugal, and later in Spain and Italy. This constituted a major problem of instability for the operation of the Eurozone. In response, the ECB acted in a quasi-unilateral way---as the only actor in the currency area that could make decisions without the approval of the member states. Arguing that it would "do whatever it takes" to save the euro, the ECB set up the Outright Monetary
Transactions (OMT) procedure in mid-2012, which enabled it to buy unlimited sovereign bonds in second-hand markets to keep yields close to the German rate as long as a member government had a credible fiscal plan to ensure the medium-term sustainability of government debt. 8 As we can see from Figure 4 , the markets viewed OMT as credible, and bond yields in southern Europe slowly fell back toward northern levels. OMT was particularly important in changing the trajectory of bond yields in Spain and Italy. Italy's relatively high public debt was at the root of initial bond market pressure, but the turnaround after OMT suggests they were stuck in a bad equilibrium and did not have an underlying solvency problem.
If the Eurozone did not have these two institutional deficiencies, then it is much less likely the negative demand shock of the global financial crisis would have escalated into the Eurocrisis (outside of Greece). The Eurocrisis focused on the southern European economies for two reasons: First, their high level of total (public and private) debt made them a greater default risk, and second, their sizeable current account deficits made them a greater devaluation risk. When fears of euro-exit materialized, the latter contributed to the interest rate premium just as it had done in the pre-EMU (Economic and Monetary Union) period of fixed but adjustable exchange rates. After OMT was announced, euro-exit became much less likely, and bond yields fell as devaluation risk receded (Iversen & Soskice 2013 ).
Outside of the ECB, any Eurozone-level institutional changes required the consent of member governments. Eurozone governments have taken tentative steps toward a banking union, transferring supervision of the Eurozone's 130 largest banks to the ECB and setting up a Eurozone-wide bank-financed resolution mechanism to deal with bank failures. 9 The banking union has been criticized on many grounds, however. The biggest hole is the absence of a pan-Eurozone fiscal backstop for the bank resolution or deposit insurance schemes, meaning that national governments are ultimately still responsible for crossborder banks headquartered in their territories (Hellwig 2014) .
Institutional change has been limited in the fiscal arena as well. Member governments choose to tighten existing fiscal rules via the Fiscal Compact rather than move toward the OCA condition of a more centralized tax-and-spend system. 10 Supranational institution building has been held back by national politics. Voters across member state borders simply lack the solidarity necessary to agree to the burden sharing and loss of sovereignty that comes with further political or fiscal integration or a full-fledged banking union (Hall 2012 (Hall , 2014 Carlin & Soskice 2015) . In an analytically persuasive piece, Beramendi (2015) shows that fiscal union is made even less politically feasible by the markedly different growth strategies and levels of wealth in the north and south of the Eurozone; the richer, investment-and export-oriented northern economies in particular have little incentive to pursue further fiscal integration.
At a national level, institutions in the northern CMEs have not been fundamentally altered in response to the crisis. Under no pressure to change their institutions, these countries would not do so unless they believed it would improve their export competitiveness, and would in particular resist changes in core institutions (collective bargaining, corporate governance, research and skill formation systems, and so on). The situation is more complicated in the south (excluding France), where the Troika and financial markets have forced governments to undertake austerity (i.e., spending cuts and tax increases) and structural reform, typically as a condition of their bailout packages. Although the OECD figures show that employment protection for permanent workers has fallen slightly across the south since the Eurocrisis (OECD 2015e), the political difficulty of implementing sweeping reforms and the lack of change in the north means there has not been a convergence toward liberal labor markets along OCA theory lines.
The northern economies---led by the Eurozone's largest economy, Germany---were the main creditors in the Eurocrisis and insisted on imposing austerity policies on the south. Germany could do that because of its credible threat to leave the euro if southern countries could default (or borrow) at will. Austerity has been politically unpopular in the south, with electorates punishing mainstream parties at the polls. So far, however, southern voters have ultimately chosen to accept painful government cutbacks in order to remain in the euro (Hassel 2014 , Hopkin 2015 . Beyond wider concerns about the financial market credibility of a southern country outside the euro, an explanation for the reluctance of southern voters to leave the euro is that euro-exit would likely entail a currency depreciation that would adversely affect living standards. The
German government has imposed austerity abroad in part because the German electorate would not accept bailing out southern members without strict conditionality (Newman 2015) . More important from a CPE perspective, the whole Eurozone pursuing tight fiscal policy is key to keeping the external euro exchange rate low and to maintaining CME export competitiveness.
The insistence of Germany and the other CMEs on imposing austerity on the south (as well as maintaining fiscal discipline in the north) has led some economists, notably Krugman (2013a,b) , to suggest that German policy makers have intellectually misunderstood macroeconomics. Krugman is correct that Germany's behavior contributes to slower growth in the south. But the critical point that we believe the CPE analysis brings out is that Germany and the other CMEs are rationally pursuing their self-interest: the safeguarding and promotion of the export-led growth model. Fiscal discipline is seen as a critical component of CME export success. Germany would not choose to be part of a monetary union where it became accepted wisdom that governments and the central bank could intervene in the economy with the aim of creating employment and growth (Iversen & Soskice 2013) . Indeed, it is the combination of that implicit CME threat to leave the euro and the choice of the south to stay in the Eurozone (despite their dislike of austerity) that enables Germany to continue to impose austerity.
We can briefly compare this CPE account of the Eurozone to standard approaches to European integration. Neofunctionalists are right that there are unintended consequences of integration. No one foresaw the Eurocrisis, although governments by and large did correctly predict the beneficial medium-term economic consequences. The ECB filled a policy void by taking on a more activist role, and there were modest moves toward a banking union. Unlike Schimmelfennig (2014), we do not see these as major steps toward integration, and "spillovers" are completely lacking where they matter the most, in domestic institutional reform. Here governments lack incentives to implement them, and this turns governments into defenders of national interests at the European level, as predicted by intergovernmental approaches (Moravcsik 2012) .
Postfunctionalists are right that the constraints are often rooted in domestic electorates' opposition to greater integration (Hooghe & Marks 2009) , but the CPE approach shows how both governments and electorates are driven to such opposition by rational incentives to sustain and entrench national institutional frameworks.
CONCLUSION
We are not foolhardy enough to predict the future of the Eurozone. Nor is it easy to be optimistic. Nonetheless it may be useful, in the face of much skepticism, to suggest that the Eurozone has three important sources of resilience. First, differences in labor markets and wage-setting systems between CMEs and other member states may indeed generate imbalances, but imbalances themselves are problematic largely because they may lead to asset bubbles. In macroeconomic models they do not imply continuing inflation differences, nor growing differential unemployment. And although, despite some progress, the Eurozone is nowhere near a common banking system (and is unlikely to establish one because of its redistributional consequences), the ECB and individual member states are now much more sensitive to the consequences of a bank failure in the absence of a common Eurozone banking system. In this respect, they mirror the rest of the advanced world. Second, there is no fiscal union, nor is that likely; but (aside from Greece) member states are likely to maintain the conditions for fiscal stability, both because they have shown themselves capable of doing it and because the political costs of euro-exit are evidently very high: Voters are aware of real income losses if they leave the euro and fear the wider dangers. Third, the
Eurozone solves macroeconomic problems for the peripheral economies (low inflation, low interest rates); it does not answer fundamental questions about innovation, skill systems, entrepreneurship, low productivity or competitiveness---nor did it contain institutional mechanisms to do so. In these senses, some of the skepticism about the euro is misplaced.
It goes without saying that the euro system has made a splendid mess of the Eurocrisis, reflecting the rational pursuit of the national concerns of the member states rather than irrational behavior. Equally evident, the ease of operation of the Eurozone will depend on whether the world economy starts to grow at a normal rate again, and the debates both about secular stagnation and about the Chinese economy---as well as skepticism about endogenous growth in the Eurozone---may cast some doubt on the likelihood of that in the near future. The Eurozone is thus unlikely to function smoothly in the short term, but equally unlikely to break up.
We conclude with a methodological point. The CPE analysis of this article is based on understanding the bargaining power of the relevant actors and the interests they take into account. From a policy or normative perspective, it is far from evident that the northern CMEs in the Eurozone would want to adopt the current macroeconomic policies of austerity if they took into account the interests of the southern member states as well. But from their own self-interest in maintaining the institutional frameworks of successful export-oriented economies, the insistence on monetary and fiscal discipline in the Eurozone is rational if they can get the southern member states to go along with it.
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